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Instructions for teachers and facilitators
As we all are very well aware about the fact that owing to the outbreak of Covid-19
virus and pandemic, the schools were formally almost closed during the last two academic
year and the actual classroom teaching and learning could not take place. In the current
academic year, however, schools will restart regularly. During the last academic year, various
efforts had been made by the state government to impart education to the students through
both online and offline modes.
As a part of this, the Revised Bridge Course was prepared by the State Council of
Educational Research and Training, Maharashtra, Pune with the dual objective of revision of
students’ study and the pre-preparation of student to undergo the syllabus for the new
academic year. It has been decided to give the available bridge course to the students in a
restructured form before the start of the academic year 2022-23.
The following are the detailed instructions for teachers and facilitators in this regard.
1. The bridge course in the restructured format has a total duration of 30 days.
2. Restructured Bridge Course (Setu Abhyas) is based on previous syllabus and is a link
between previous syllabus and current syllabus.
3. Bridge Course (Setu Abhyas) has been prepared in a reorganized form, class wise. It deals
with the learning outcomes and basic competencies prescribed in the previous class textbook
and based on the components of the textbook.
4. This restructured and reorganized Bridge Course includes component and sub-component
wise worksheets. The worksheets have been prepared keeping in view the study findings.
5. The structure of Bridge Course worksheet in restructured form is as follows
1 - Title of the unit,
2 - Learning Outcome- Exactly what the student is going to learn.
3 - Learning Activities / Learning Experience
4 - The Solved Activities
5 - Some Examples for Practice, Few questions / activities / exercises to be given to
see that students understand the concept or not.
6 - For a better and stronger understanding of the concept Complementary and
parallel activities

6. This course will be very important for the students to understand exactly what they have
learned in the previous academic year, to test it and for the students to understand the
curriculum for the next class.
7. Teachers and / facilitators should make every student to learn and study this Bridge course
as per day wise plan.
8. Pay attention to the fact that the student will solve each task in a given worksheet on his /
her own, help the students wherever necessary.
9. Research Department, SCERT, Maharashtra, Pune will be conducting Pre and Post test for
the said Bridge Course.

Best wishes to all the children for the successful completion of this Bridge Course!

Instructions for Students
Dear students, due to pandemic, for the last two academic years you continued
your learning and education through online and in various digital modes. This
Revised Bridge Course has been prepared for you with the objective of reviewing the
previous year's syllabus at the beginning of the present academic year and helping
you to prepare for the current year's syllabus.
1. The bridge course lasts for a total of 30 days.
2. The bridge course will help you to understand exactly what you have learned in the
previous academic year and to understand the important concepts of the syllabus for
the next class.
3. This bridge course should be studied on a day-to-day basis.
4. It consists of day-to-day worksheets. You are expected to solve the worksheet on
your own as per the given plan.
5. Seek the help of a teacher, parent or siblings wherever required for solving the
worksheet.
6. Seek the help of teachers, parents or siblings to understand the part that is not
understood or seems difficult.
Best wishes to you all for the successful completion of this Bridge Course!
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Day: 1
Title: Getting Familiar with Objects and Their Shapes
Learning Outcomes / Competency Statements:
01. 17.01: Learn and Name English Words for Familiar Objects and Pictures.

Learning Activity:
Teacher places flashcards/ real life objects of different shapes on the table.
Students pick up the objects as per teacher’s instructions.
For example:1) Pick something which is triangular in shape…
2) Pick something which is square in shape….
3) Pick something which is circular in shape…
4) Pick something which is conical in shape…
5) Pick something which is rectangular in shapes

Solved Activity/ Demo:
Get Something……
Students pick up the object/ flashcards as per instructions of the teacher.
1) samosa/ hanger/ pastry : (triangular shape)
2) box/ book/ carom board : ( square shape)
3) bangle/ watch/ biscuit : (circular shape)
4) ice-cream cone/ birthday party hat/ funnel : (conical shape)
5) table, television, door : (rectangular shape)

Practice:
Teachers should repeat the activity for practice.

Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/ Reinforcement:
Shapes I know………
Look at the picture and identify the shapes you know…..

Day: 2
Title: The Household Objects I know
Learning Outcomes/ Competency Statements:
01.17.01: Learn and Name English words for familiar objects and pictures.

Learning Activity:
Firstly, teachers should conduct a warm up activity.
Play “Yes or no” language games with students.
How to play?
1. Explain to the students that yes refers to stand up and no refers to sit down.
2. Now ensure that they understand the steps.
3. Ask some questions to check their understanding.
For ex.:- a) Is it the picture of television? (If student’s answer is ‘Yes’ then he/she
will stand up, if student’s answer is ‘No’, he/she will sit down)
b) Is it the picture of tomato? (If student’s answer is yes then he/she will stand up, if
No, he/she will sit down)
1) Having understood the activity thoroughly, ask the following questions to the
students.
1) Is it the picture of orange?
2) Is it the picture refrigerator?
3) Is it the picture of computer?
4) Is it the picture of Chair?
Activity 1: - Show the flashcards of household articles to the students and ask them to
read the pictures.
Listen and say:-

Note: - Conduct the drill of each object with proper pronunciation.

Solved Activity/ Demo: Teacher asks the questions regarding household vocabulary. If
the answer is yes students stand up and if the answer is no students sit down.
Activity 1.

sofa
chair
table
shelf

Practice: Look and say the names of pictures. Drill each object with proper pronunciation

Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/ Reinforcement:
Encourage students to perform parallel activities.
Categorize the familiar words in different categories.
For e.g.:- classroom objects, office objects, kitchen objects, garden objects, crossword
puzzles of familiar words etc.

Day: 3
Title: Slap the Board
Learning Outcomes/ Competency Statements:
01.17.01: Learn and name English words for familiar objects and pictures.

Learning Activity: Teacher/parent/ facilitator paste some familiar pictures on the board
e.g. ox, cat, goat, dog, cow. Teacher/parent/ facilitator ask one student to stand up. Then the
teacher/parent/ facilitator describe any picture and the student standing near the blackboard
identifies and slaps the picture. Thus the teacher/parent/ facilitator repeat the same activity.
The teacher/ parent/ facilitator give a demo as given before. The teacher/parent/ facilitator
should provide the practice by changing the pictures

Solved Activity/ Demo:
The teacher/ parent/ facilitator give a demo as given earlier.

Practice:
The teacher/parent/ facilitator should give the practice by changing the pictures.

Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/ Reinforcement:
Join the picture with their name.

1] temple

1] school

1] temple

1] football

2] garden

2] garden

3] mask

4] school

3] temple

4] hospital

2] hospital

3] school

2] basketball

3] cricket

4] garden

4] hide and seek

Title: Sounds of Alphabet

Day: 4

Learning Outcomes/ Competency Statements:
01.17.02: Recognizes/ identifies letters of the alphabet and their sound correctly.

Learning Activity:
Step 1. Teacher shows some flash cards of letters and asks the student to identify the
letters.
Step 2. Tells the sound of the given letter.
● In the word zip,

‘z’ sounds …….

● In the word watch,

‘w’ sounds …….

● In the word boy,

‘b’ sounds …….

● In the word dog,

‘d’ sounds …….

● In the word rat,

‘r’ sounds ……..

Step 3. Throw ball activity: Teacher conducts the “throw ball activity.”
All students stand in a circle. Suppose the ball is in Meena’s hand, she tells the letter
‘P’ and then she throws the ball to another student (Raju). Now Raju tells the sound of
letter ‘P’. After that Raju tells another letter and throws the ball to another student
likewise the activity will be continued.

Solved Activity/ Demo: Teacher repeats above steps with answers.
Practice:

Slap the board

Teacher writes some letters on the board. Then the teacher divides students into two groups
and these two groups stand in front of the board in a line. Then the teacher pronounces the
sound of any one letter from the board and the first student in each line slaps/ touches the
letter on the board with that sound.

Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/ Reinforcement:
Teacher tells the sound of any letter from the alphabet and asks students to stand up
if their names start from the same sound. Likewise the activity will be
continued.

Title: letters and their sounds.

Day: 5

Learning Outcomes/ Competency Statements:
01.17.02: Recognizes/ identifies letters of the alphabet and their sound correctly.
Learning Activity:
Step 1: Firstly the teacher shows some flash cards of letters and asks students to identify the
letters.
Step 2: Tell the sound of the given letter.
In the word bat, ‘b’ sounds …….
In the word man, ‘m’ sounds …….
In the word rat, ‘r’ sounds …….
In the word kite, ‘k’ sounds …….
In the word lion, ‘l’ sounds ……..
Step 3: Listen carefully to the word, look at the pictures and encircle the correct picture.
1

Tick the picture starting with sound ‘ट् ’

2

Tick the picture starting with sound ‘फ्’

3

Tick the picture starting with sound ‘म्’

4

Tick the picture starting with sound ‘क्’

5

Tick the picture starting with sound ‘व्’

Solved Activity/ Demo: Example: Tick the picture starting with sound ‘व्’

Practice:
1

Encircle the picture starting with sound ‘स् ’

2

Encircle the picture starting with sound ‘अ’

3

Encircle the picture starting with sound ‘प्’

4

Encircle the picture starting with sound ‘ब्’

5

Encircle the picture starting with sound ‘ए’

Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/ Reinforcement:
Draw a line to join the picture and sound of the first letter of the picture.

‘ब्’

‘फ’

‘प्’ ‘अ’

‘स् ’

‘ए’

Day: 6
Title: Play with Letters and their Sounds.
Learning Outcomes / Competency Statements:
01.17.02: Recognizes / identifies letters of the alphabet and their sound correctly.

Learning Activity:
Step 1. Teacher shows some flash cards and asks students to tell their names. (use any
flashcards from English Kit)
Step 2. Circle the correct first letter of picture.

b

m

m

f

a

k

c

s

g

v

k

p

Solved Activity/ Demo :

b

m

f

k

s

m

m

a

c

g

k

p

Practice:
Look at the pictures and tell their names. Write first letter of their
name.

Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/ Reinforcement:
Look at the picture and fill the correct letter.

_up

_at

_oll

_eroplane

Day: 7
Title: listen and guess.
Learning Outcomes/ Competency Statements:
01.17.02: Recognizes/ identifies letters of the alphabet and their sound correctly.

Learning Activity:
Listen and encircle the word beginning with the sound of a given letter. (Teacher will
read the words and ask to identify the word with sound of a given letter.)
b - cat

box dog man

top

pin

d - dog box cat man

top pin

p

- cat

box dog man

top

pin

t

- cat

box dog man

top

pin

box dog man

top

pin

m -

cat

Solved Activity/ Demo : Encircle the words beginning with the sound of a given letter.
b-

cat

d-

dog

p-

cat

box dog
box
box

cat
dog

man

top

pin

man

top

pin

man top pin

t- cat

box

dog man

m- cat

box dog man

top
top

pin

pin

Practice: Underline the word ending with the sound of a given letter.
n-

rug Jam Jar

man

Sun

b-

win tub leg

bag

top

p-

up

t-

log pen at

bee man day
fun

sad
pot

m-

tap

gum

jam

log

hit

Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/ Reinforcement:
Look at the table and fill in the missing letters.

Day: 8
Title: Matching Letters
Learning Outcomes / Competency Statements:
01.17.03: Differentiate between small and capital letters.

Learning Activity:
Warmer activity: Tap on the capital and small letter as per teacher’s instructions.

Solved Activity / Demo: Answers will be open ended.
Practice: Match the following letters.

Extension Activity / Parallel Activity / Reinforcement:
Draw a line to match each capital letters to its small letters

Day: 9
Title: Alphabets Practice
Learning Outcomes / Competency Statements:
01.17.03: Differentiate between small and capital letters.

Learning Activity: Trace the capital and small letter “ B”

Look at the picture and trace the letter L / l

Solved Activity/ Demo: Give demo to the student and explain how to hold the paper as
well the pencil while tracing shapes.

Practice: Letter Hunt
Ask the students to colour capital letters.

Extension Activity / Parallel Activity / Reinforcement: Write the missing capital
letter.

Day: 10
Title: Alphabet Workout
Learning Outcomes / Competency Statements:
01.17.03: Differentiate between small and capital letters.

Learning Activity: 1) Teacher shows the flashcards to the students. Students try to
identify the pictures. Teacher drills the small and capital letters.

Activity 2) Place the small letter on its capital letter. Teacher writes some capital letters on

one chart. Teacher writes similar small letters on the paper cup. Students try to place small
letter cups with capital letters on the chart.

Solved Activity / Demo : Students solve the activity as per the instructions.
Practice: Alphabet egg hunt: Teacher can make the flash card of small and capital letters
and ask the students to form the pair of capital and small letters. For eg. – Like this students
will join capital letters with its small letters and form the egg shape.

Extension Activity / Parallel Activity / Reinforcement: Match the following-

Day: 11
Title: Matching Game
Learning Outcomes / Competency Statements:
01.17.03: Differentiate between small and capital letters.

Learning Activity: Draw a line to match the capital letter with small letter

Encircle the small letter.

Solved Activity/ Demo: Students will solve the activity as per teacher’s instructions.

Practice: Ask the students to join capital letters with its small letters.

Extension Activity / Parallel Activity / Reinforcement:
Matching of letters game (Teacher can make and use the chart as given below).

Day: 12
Title: Sequencing
Learning Outcomes / Competency Statements:

02.17.02: Understands the sequence of events and stories.

Learning Activity: Teacher will read the story and ask the students to listen carefully and
arrange the pictures sequentially.
(Priya had a dog. Once the dog got dirty in a puddle. Priya kept the dog in the bathing tub.
She showered him to make him cleaner. Then she wiped him with a towel. )
Listen and arrange the events in a story as per their order by giving numbers in a sequence.

Solved Activity/ Demo:

Practice: Arrange the pictures of the story in proper order by writing the number below it.

___________
___________

___________

__________

____________

____________

Extension Activity / Parallel Activity / Reinforcement:
Arrange the sequence in a proper order.

First I pick a book.

Next I find a place to sit.

Lastly, I look at my book.

First ____________________

Next____________________

Lastly__________________

Day: 13
Title: Sequencing Events in their proper order.
Learning Outcomes / Competency Statements:
02.17.02: Understands the sequence of stories and events.
Learning Activity: Listen and Write.
Step 1: At first teacher tells the story of two wise goats. Students will listen the story
carefully and fill in the blanks by using words given in brackets and complete the story.
[down, bridge, goats, over, pass]
There were two ________. They were crossing the same narrow _________. ‘How can we
__________ the bridge.’ ‘Let’s make way for each other. I’ll go _________ you.’ “I’ll sit
_________. Thus the two goats crossed the bridge.

Solved Activity / Demo:
There were two goats. They were crossing the same narrow bridge. ‘How can
we pass the bridge?’ ‘Let’s make way for each other. I’ll go over you.’ “I’ll sit
down. Thus the two goats crossed the bridge.
Practice: Bag pack Activity
How will you pack your school bag?

First, I will take my pencil box. Next, I will put my books. Then I will put my ruler. Finally
my bag is packed.
1

2

3

4

Pencil Box

Books

Ruler

Bag

Note: You have to pack the school bag as per the given sequence above.
First
Next
Then
Last

Extension Activity / Parallel Activity / Reinforcement:
Going to school: Arrange the sequence in a correct order by giving Numbers

Number

Action you do
Pack my bag
Take a bath
Wake up in the morning
Go to school
Brush my teeth
Day: 14

Title: Follow Me
Learning Outcomes / Competency Statements:
02.17.14: Carries out simple instructions, commands and acts accordingly .

Learning Activity:
Teacher gives various instructions and asks learners to follow the instructions and act
accordingly.
For example: 1. line up at the door 2. Take off your coat 3. Wash hands
You might use the activity for a list of directives

Solved Activity / Demo:

Follow me as we line

Follow me as we take off our coat

Follow me as we wash

hands

Practice: Follow me and enact.

Tap your feet

Raise Your hand

Touch your nose

Touch Your head

Extension Activity / Parallel Activity / Reinforcement: Colored Lights
Game
Use the game "Red Light, Green Light" to help students learn simple terms, such as
stop, go, line up or take your seat, suggestions. Ask students to pre tend like they're
little cars -- speeding isn't allowed so they must walk at an appropriate pace. Start by
saying "green light" and instruct them to walk around the room making quiet engine
noises. When you say "red light," they must freeze in place. Once they get the idea, add

new colors and commands to the game, such as "yellow light" means slow down and
find your seat and "purple light" means all eyes forward.

Day: 15
Title: Self Introduction.
Learning Outcomes / Competency Statements:
02.17.10 -speaks about him/ self.

Learning Activity: Look at the pictures and complete the sentences
I am-----------. (Add your name)

I am ---------years old.

.

I am a -------------- (girl/boy).
My school name is---------------------.

------------ is my favorite sport.
My father's name is -------------.
My mother’s name is------------.
My village is-------------.
I am studying in -------Std.
There are ----members in my family

Solved Activity / Demo: for e.g.
I am Chandu.
I am seven years old.

.

I am a boy.
My school name is Zilla Parishad Premiddle School, Mozri.
Cricket is my favourite sport.
My father’s name is Madhav.
My mother’s name is Kiran
My village is Mozri.
I am studying in 2ndStd.
There are seven members in my family.

Practice: Give your introduction using the given sentences.
My Name is-------------------.
I am -------years old.
I live in-----------.
I go to--------------------------------School.
My favourite sport is ------------.
My father is a---------------.
--------- is my favourite food.

Extension Activity / Parallel Activity / Reinforcement:
Let me tell about me.
Hi, my name is------------.
I am ----------years old.
My birthday is on-----------.
I am from-------------------.(village/city name)
There are ----------people in my family.

-----------is my favourite subject.

My hobby is------------.

I like to help my ---------------

I live with my------------------------------.

Day: 16
Title: Where are you?
Learning Outcomes / Competency Statements:
02.17.08- Use prepositions like before, between etc.

Learning Activity: Look, listen, repeat and enact.
Questions

Where are you Rupali?

Where are you Ahmad?

Responses

I am in the garden.

Under the tree.

Where are you John?

On the tree.

Where are you Ram?

Near the fountain.

Solved Activity/ Demo: Student will practice according to given questions and pictures.
Practice: Look at the picture and practice the given sentences.

The pig is before the duck.

Bird is on the branch.

bag.

Vase is on the table.

Cows are under the tree.

Kavita is between Rahul and Sanjay.

A pen is in the pocket.

Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/Reinforcement:
Look at the pictures and answer the questions.

The book is in the

Where is the boy?

Where is the dog?

The boy is behind the tree.

The dog is under the tree.

Where is the ball?

Where is the glass?

The ball is in the hand.

The glass is on the table.

Day: 17
Title: Let’s Speak-1
Learning Outcomes / Competency Statements:
01.17.09 - speaks about him/her self.

Learning Activity: Tell the names of Pictures.

1. This is a---------.

2. She is a-----------.

3. These are---------.

4. This is a -----------.

5. It is a -----------.

Solved Activity/ Demo :

1. This is a chair.

2. She is a girl.

3. These are mangoes.

4. This is a book.

5. It is a table.

Practice: Match the pictures with its name.
Group A

Group B

1.

a) a cap

2.

b) a cup

3.

c) a bus

4.

d) a dog

5.

e) a parrot

f) a bag

6.

Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/Reinforcement: Find exact word for the
given pictures and say given sentences. .

1.

--------------

is very useful for writing.

2. I like to eat ----------------.

3. I love my -------------.

4.

-------------- is in the class.

5. Tea is in the-------------.

Day: 18

Title: Let’s Speak -2
Learning Outcomes / Competency Statements:
01.17.09 - speaks about him/ herself

Learning Activity: Identify things in the picture. Complete the sentences by choosing
words given in the bracket and practice the sentences.
(chair, table, teacher, classroom, window, black, students)

This is my -----------------.
We are twenty ------------ in the class.
Mrs. Rupali is my ----------.
There is a big -------------board.
Our class has a ----------------to keep the class airy.
There is also a ----------------and ---------------in my class.

Solved Activity / Demo:

This is my classroom.
We are twenty students in the class.
Mrs. Rupali is my teacher.
There is a big black board
Our class has a window to keep the class airy.
There is also a table and a chair in my class

Practice: Speak about the given picture.

This is a ------------.
It is a ---------bird.
It has --------legs.
It has colorful ----------------.
So it is so ------------------------.
Peacocks used to dance in ------------season.
-------------- is called the king of birds.

Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/Reinforcement:
Tell a few sentences about the family by watching the given picture and hints given.

Hello, I am ------------.
I love my -----------------.
There are ------------members in the family.
My father is a --------------------.
My mother is a-------------My grandparents tell me they are beautiful ------------.
We celebrate-------------------together.

Day: 19
Title: Let’s Write - 1
Learning Outcomes / Competency Statements:
01.17.11-Writes simple words like fan, hen, rat etc.

Learning Activity: Look at the pictures. Try to name the pictures. Write their names in
English.

--------------

------------------

-------------

-----------------

-----------------

------------------

Solved Activity / Demo:

cup

ear

Practice:

sun

man

dog

axe

Look at the pictures and copy the words.

rat---------------

top--------

egg---------

tap--------

Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/Reinforcement:
Write given words in the boxes.
tap

bag

mug ------

net-------

hen

bud

cap

Day: 20
Title: Let’s Write-2
Learning Outcomes / Competency Statements:
01.17.11- Writes simple words like fan, hen, rat etc.

Learning Activity: Look at the pictures. Spell the words and write them.

-------------

-------------

--------

-

------------------

-----------Solved Activity/ Demo: For e.g.

-------------

---------------

------------

-----------

crow

milk

door

gate

ship

Practice: Watch the pictures and copy the words.

bell----------

star---------------

tape ------------------

drum-----------------

dove----------------

coin--------------

Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/Reinforcement:
Copy the given words.
drum------------, bear-------------, ball--------------,

nest------------, come----------------

Day: 21

Title: I can write
Learning Outcomes / Competency Statements:
01.17.11-Writes simple words like fan, hen, rat etc.

Learning Activity:
Step: 1 Write any three / four letter words that you know. (Any ten)

-------------

-------------

--------------

---------------

-----------

-------------

-------------

--------------

---------------

-----------

Step: 2 write three letter words with the help of a picture.

---------------

-------------------

-------------

-------------------

--------------

------------------

-----------------

---------------

----------------

---------------

Solved Activity/ Demo:
Write three letter words with the help of a picture.

Hen

fan

cup

cat

cow

bat

sun

eye

egg

car

Practice: Fill in the blanks and rewrite the words.
1. fr_g

-----------

4. bo_

------------

2. p_n

-----------

5. Tab_e

------------

3. mi_k

----------

6. Pen_il

------------

Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/Reinforcement: Copy the given words.
moon -

star

stick -

board -

hill

-

-

apple -

river -

shirt -

mobile-

ear

-

Day: 22
Title: Talking with shapes
Learning Outcomes / Competency Statements:
02.17.06: Identifies different shapes, sizes, colours, weight, texture etc.

Learning Activity: Look at the pictures and complete the sentences.
1) I am a ----------------

2) I am a -------------------

3) Everyone calls me -----------

4) I am a --------------------

5) My shape is ---------------

6) My name is --------------

7 ) I shine in the sky my name is -----------

Solved Activity/ Demo :
1) I am a circle

2) I am a triangle

3) Everyone calls me square

4) I am an arrow

5) My shape is rectangular

6) My name is cube.

7 ) I shine in the sky my name is star

Practice: Write the name of shapes given in the picture..

Rectangle

Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/ Reinforcement:
Draw given shapes and Colour thme as per the given colours in the box.

Yellow

green

sky blue

brown

black

pink

Day: 23
Title: Dough Shapes or Clay Shapes
Learning Outcomes/ Competency Statements:
02.17.06: Identifies different shapes, sizes, colours, weight, texture etc.

Learning Activity:
Prepare different shapes by using Dough or clay with the help of teachers / facilitator parents.

For e.g.

Solved Activity/ Demo: Students will make different shapes.
Practice: Make various shapes using cow dung, clay or ice cream sticks.
Extension Activity/Parallel Activity/Reinforcement: Make a festoon by using different shapes.
● Take two sticks and tie them together in the shape of X.
● Tie the shapes to the arms of the X with their strings.
● Some strings should be short, some long.
● Tie a strong thread to the center of the X.
● Hold your festoon up with a strong thread.

Day: 24
Title: Shapes we see around
Learning Outcomes/ Competency Statements:
02.17.06: Identifies different shapes, sizes, colours, weight, texture etc.

Learning Activity: Draw a diagram of a Tree. Paste different Shapes on the tree and
colour the Shapes and write their names.

Solved Activity:

Circle

Arrow

Star

Square

Rectangle
Heart
Triangle

Practice: Draw different types of Shapes and Color them.
Extension Activity/Parallel Activity/Reinforcement: - Count different shapes in
given picture and write down in given space.

------

-------

-------

-------

------

Day: 25
Title: Counting Exercise
Learning Outcomes / Competency Statements:
01.17.14: Counts numbers up to 10.

Learning Activity: Trace the following numbers.

Solved Activity/ Demo :

Practice: Sing this poem.
ONE TWO- Play and do.

THREE FOUR- Don’t get bored.
FIVE SIX- Learn and fix.
SEVEN EIGHT- Yes, it’s great.
NINE TEN – Now draw with pen

Extension Activity / Parallel Activity / Reinforcement: Count the number of
objects.

Day: 26
Title: Let’s Count 1

Learning Outcomes / Competency Statements:
01.17.14: Counts numbers up to 10.

Learning Activity: Take some simple dried beans. Sort it according to its colour. Set
some plain beans into a basket. Take some little cups and then write numbers from 1 to 10
using a Sharp permanent marker. Ask the students to put the beans into the little planter /
cups as per given numbers

Solved Activity/ Demo:

Practice: Teacher will give practice of counting to students using different
objects like straw, marbles.
Extension Activity / Parallel Activity / Reinforcement: Find the middle number
in each set and write it in the middle box.

Day: 27
Title: Let’s Count 2
Learning Outcomes / Competency Statements:
01.17.14: Counts numbers up to 10.

Learning Activity: Take old bottles and poems for simple counting. Recognize all
numbers 1-10 easily, and make them able to count out the correct number to add to each
bottle. Colour the bottles and write the numbers. Ask students to put the poems in the bottles
having coloured and numbered properly.

Solved Activity / Demo:

Practice: Teacher will take practice of counting up to 10 by using various objects.

Extension Activity / Parallel Activity / Reinforcement: Count the beats given
in colourful threads. You can try to make the garland of beats at your home.

Day: 28
Title: Let’s Play With Words And Pictures.
Learning Outcomes/ Competency Statements:
01.17.19: Association of words with their pictures.

Learning Activity:
Select the correct word for the given picture & write it in the given space.

fish, dish, first

____________

top, tip, hop ____________

nest, net, neat ________

sell, bell, ball ____________

duck, buck, dog ___________

Solved Activity/ Demo: for e.g.

fish, dish, first - fish

top, tip, hop -

top

Practice: watch the picture carefully and add the first letter to form the meaningful word
that matches with the picture.

a)

d) _abbit

_ish

b) _est

e) _orse

c) _uck

f) _chool

Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/ Reinforcement: Add the correct piece to
complete each word.

br
ead
fl

_____________

ho
rse
mo

_____________

fr
ower
fl

____________

pr
ate
pl

____________

Day: 29
Title: Guessing Game and Making Sentences
Learning Outcomes/ Competency Statements:
01.17.19: Association of words with their pictures.

Learning Activity: Listen carefully and select the proper action word from given bracket.
(Teacher will read given sentences and ask students to find correct action word according to
picture.)
(brush, wash, read, wake up, take )

1) I _________ in the Morning.

2) I ________ my teeth.

I _________ my hands.

4) I __________ breakfast.

5) I _________ a book.
Solved Activity/ Demo:

1) I wake up in the morning.

2) I brush my teeth.

3) I wash my hands.

4) I take breakfast.

5) I read a book.

Practice: Name the Actions

1) ___________

2) ___________

3) ___________

4) ___________

5) ___________

Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/ Reinforcement:
Join the sentences with the correct pictures.

1) Waking up early in the morning.

2) Brushing teeth

3) Washing hands

4) Taking breakfast

5) Reading book

Day: 30
Title: Let’s Make Words
Learning Outcomes/ Competency Statements:
01.17.19: Association of words with their pictures.

Learning Activity :
Listen carefully the word, look at the pictures and circle the correct picture.
( tree, fan, kite, watch, tomato, cap, mask, spoon, doctor)

Solved Activity/ Demo:
Listen carefully the word, look at the pictures and circle the correct picture. (Example:
teacher says ‘tree’, students encircle the picture of tree.)

Practice: Circle the word, I call out.
(bat, pencil, mango, parrot, sun, umbrella, cup, balloon, egg, camel, jar, top)

Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/ Reinforcement:
Draw a line joining - picture to word.

farmer

car

ball

